Technical sheet
Technician‘s contact :
Aurelien Beylier - +33 6 67 20 74 61
aurelien.beylier@gmail.com

PREAMBLE: Thank you for receiving us in your theatre, the following datasheet has to be honoured
scrupulously. Obviously some elements may be discussed. Please feel free to contact me for further
details.
Please be aware that the technical installation takes minimum 10 hours, this means one full day
before the first performance. Also, a 1 hour rehearsal is needed 3 hours before playing.
Please contact us to discuss about the requirements for your place.

PERFORMANCE :

- Visual Circuit for adults and teenagers (from 12 years old)
- Duration of the show: 60min
- Audience: 40 people (we play 2 or 3 times a day).
- Crew: 1 actress (vegetarian) / 1 technician /1 tour manager

INSTALLATION:

- Setup 10 hours with one light technician and one sound technician of the theatre.
- Disassembling and loading 3 hours with two technicians of the theatre
- During the show we need one technician to be present

STAGE SPACE :

- Adjustable scene : 150m² minimum (opening minima 5m )
The stage doesn’t need a grill, can be played in any in door
place, even in several places nearby, as it’s a circuit.
- TOTAL BLACK
- Height under grid : 3,50 meters with a possibility to install a videoprojector at 3m.
- Black walls - curtains (legs) or pendrillons (exept for the special’s place (ex: church, tunnel,

wall with stone …)
- Technical ward (Regie) on the stage (to see at arrival)
- Black sheep-dip for the audience entrance
- “6 weights of 15kg each and 4 of 10kg to ballast the scenery
- A water point near de stage
LIGHT :

Equipment to be supplied
- 4 profile 33°5 (type Robert Juliat 613 SX 1000w)
- 1 spot P. Convex lens 1000w
- 2 spot P. Convex lens 650w
- 24 dimmers circuit (or more small ones depends on the configuration)
- 3 multipairs 15 meters / 6 channels
- Eletric extension : 10 ×10 and 15 × 5m with some powerstrips or twofers
- 1 microphone stand
- Rigging or a lead-in

Contact: Théâtre de l'Entrouvert – Pépinière d’Entreprise
Route de Buoux 84400 Apt.
theatredelentrouvert@gmail.com

SOUND :

MULTI-DIFFUSION ON 6 POINTS : If the performance plays in several
communicating places please provide multi-diffusion on 4 points in each
area.
Equipment to be supplied:
- 2 HP 350w type APG DS 12S
- 4 HP 150w type APG DS 8,2. 2 on the floor, 2 on stands with
amplification.
- cables HP and amplification
- 5 modules XLR of 10m
- Cable “Y” needed f more than 8 speakers

DRESSING ROOM:

- mirror and light
- mineral water, catering

Company’s own technical equipment: Computer and video projector (CE plugs)
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